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Abstract 

Assuring the effectiveness of a language program requires 
assessing students’ performances throughout their learning career. 
This study explores how people from different areas of expertise 
assess non-native speakers’ domain-related performances in Chinese. 
The study obtained both quantitative and qualitative evaluations of 
two American professionals’ domain-related Chinese uses from three 
types of native Chinese raters including domain insiders, non-teacher 
domain outsiders, and Chinese instructors. A substantive discrepancy 
is found between evaluations of domain insiders and evaluations of 
Chinese instructors. Domain insiders attend to the nature of each 
domain activity, only recognizing the utterances that fulfill certain 
functions within the domain. Meanwhile, a lack of domain knowledge 
prevents Chinese teachers from assigning meanings to lexical, 
grammatical, phonological, and discourse structures used for domain-
related activity. Based on these empirical findings, this study 
recommends using performance portfolio assessment with 
descriptive and transparent criteria to assess advanced level Chinese 
uses in highly contextualized domain-related performances. 
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Introduction 

With the emergence of China on the global stage and the 
increase of U.S. exports to China (from $40.5 billion in 2005 to 
$113.2 billion in 2016) (USCBC, 2017), it is clear that these two 
countries’ economies are becoming more intertwined. The current 
increasingly competitive global environment, therefore, requires 
students to attain truly advanced Chinese skills, which will allow them 
to engage in meaningful extended interactions with their counterparts 
in China and to correctly interpret their intentions in order to achieve 
common goals. Guaranteeing the effectiveness of a language program 
requires that student skills be assessed throughout their learning 
careers. The more Chinese and Americans work together, the more 
crucial it will become to develop assessment devices that go beyond 
language programs to measure learners' capacities to engage in 
professional activities using Chinese.  
 

As the gold standard of foreign language assessment in US 
education, the Interagency Language Roundtable (ILR) proficiency 
scale or its academic counterpart, the ACTFL proficiency scale has 
received enormous enthusiasm and funds invested to promote 
proficiency standards, to develop proficiency assessment tools such 
as the Oral Proficiency Interview (OPI), and to train testers. 
However, at the same time, many insightful scholars in the field of 
second language theory and testing have vehemently voiced 
skepticisms and penetrating criticisms over the proficiency-oriented 
paradigm in their field (e.g., Lantolf and Frawley, 1985; Johnson, 
2001) as well as the institutionalization of the OPI on which the 
theory of proficiency is completely dependent (e.g., Freed, 1989; 
Johnson, 2001; van Lier, 1989). 
 

Empirical investigation from practitioners who have sent an 
increasing number of students abroad for internship or full-time 
professional experiences have also disclosed a highly limited 
applicability of ACTFL proficiency scale and its accompanying 
assessment tools in describing and measuring professional-level 
foreign language to people in fields outside of academia (Jian & 
Shepherd, 2010; McAloon, 2008; 2015). Moreover, observations of 
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students working in Chinese workplaces have revealed the 
shortcomings of the current American assessment system of foreign 
language proficiency. That is, the assessment instruments in place 
exclusively rely on the opinions of English-speaking Chinese 
instructors working in the U.S., even though many students trained in 
Chinese later go to work for Chinese companies where the majority 
of their colleagues are non-English speaking (Walker, 2014; Zeng, 
2015; Zeng, 2018). All these revealed limitations have kindled the 
interest of current study in searching for an alternative method that is 
 better both at assessing a candidate’s ability in completing specific 
professional tasks and at describing this to people outside the field of 
foreign language education in the target society.  
 
2.                                    Literature review 

2.1 A Historical Overview of the Proficiency Movement and 
Proficiency Tests 

 
Since the late 1980s, proficiency has become a movement 

within the second-language profession, with the intent to introduce a 
national metric to define achievement in second language instruction. 
The long history of efforts aiming at assessing second language 
competence in the U.S. government began in the 1950s, when the 
United States’ lack of preparation in foreign languages was 
recognized as a serious problem during the Korean War. Therefore, 
both the proficiency rating scale and the proficiency tests based on it 
were born out of a practical necessity. In 1973, ILR assumed the 
responsibility for developing a standardized version of the scale and 
eventually refined the government’s definitions of proficiency in the 
four language skills, known as the ILR scale1. Interest in the ILR scale 
continued to develop outside of government in the late 1970s with a 
number of oral proficiency testing workshops held to familiarize 
academics with its main assessment instrument, the OPI. In 1981, in 
order to allow more students who have spent many hours studying 
foreign languages to register their progress by using a standardized 

                                                           
1 “How did the language proficiency scale get started?” Interagency Language 

Roundtable. http://www.govtilr.org/skills/ 

http://www.govtilr.org/skills/
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test, the ACTFL and the Educational Testing Service (ETS) initiated 
the effort to develop a scholastic counterpart of the language 
proficiency assessment.  
 

ACTFL Provisional Proficiency Guidelines appeared in 1982 
(ACTFL, 1982). The complete Guidelines, published in 1986, has 
experienced several rounds of revision, embracing the revision of 
Speaking in 1999 and 2012 and the revision of writing in 2001. The 
latest edition of the ACTFL Proficiency Guidelines identifies five 
major levels of proficiency for each skill: Distinguished, Superior, 
Advanced, Intermediate, and Novice. Different levels of proficiency 
are described in a hierarchical sequence of performance ranges. 
 

 While the proficiency approach retains currency in the field 
of foreign language teaching and testing, its inherent shortcoming as 
either a specific or generic term is illustrated extensively in studies 
that detail the general skepticism surrounding proficiency 
assessments. Along with the criticism associated with this concept, 
scholars have also voiced their condemnation over the 
institutionalization of the OPI on which the theory of proficiency is 
completely dependent, as it lacks the support of any empirical study 
(Freed, 1989, p.52). Bachman (1990) points out that the primary 
problems in measuring speaking ability through an oral interview 
procedure are not questions of efficiency or reliability but rather are 
associated with examining the validity of the interview ratings as 
measures of competence in speaking and the application of such 
ratings.  
 
2.2 A Paradigm Shift in Foreign Language Assessment 
 

The past few decades have witnessed a paradigm shift in 
language learning assessment, from a narrow view of testing and 
examination to one of a broader culture of assessment (Lynch, 2001), 
indicating not only a semantic change but also a conceptual shift. On 
one hand, there has been an increasing dissatisfaction with the 
traditional assessment approaches (i.e. standardized proficiency tests) 
due to their limitations of only measuring students’ discrete foreign 
language knowledge (Herman, Aschbacher & Winters, 1992). On the 
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other hand, the increasing popularity of self-assessment and portfolio 
assessment indicates that evaluation is no longer perceived only as a 
way to observe and record the acquisition of skills but as a means to 
promote learning.  
 

This study adopts the definition of assessment from Lynch 
(2001) as “the systematic gathering of information for the purposes 
of making decisions or judgments about individuals” (p.358). In 
addition, there also exist two intuitively similar concepts: testing and 
measurement, which are sometimes used interchangeably in the 
context of “assessment.” The relationships among the three 
concepts: assessment, testing, and measurement (which are associated 
with the narrow perception of assessment) are illustrated by Bachman 
(1990)2 in Figure 1.  
 
                              
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1. Relationships among measurement, testing, and assessment 
(Bachman, 1990) 
 

                                                           
2 Lynch (2001) later proposed a slightly different graph in which test and 

measurement were completely contained in the biggest circle of assessment. 
Lynch’s interpretation, however, excluded the possibility of areas 4 and 5 in 
Bachman’s graph. Although the discussion in the current study mainly focuses on 
assessment of areas 1 and 2, illustrated in both Lynch’s and Bachman’s 
presentations, it still adopts Bachman’s graph in order to render a more open-
minded perception of the relationship among assessment, measurement and test.  
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Based on the graph above, the term “alternative assessment,” 
usually seen as “an alternative to standardized testing” (Huerta-
Macias, 1995, p.8), can therefore be understood as a type of 
evaluation involving neither tests nor measures (area 1), or a non-test 
measure for evaluation (area 2). Assessment procedures of this kind 
can include diaries, portfolios, self-assessment, and peer-assessment. 
The following sections will review major alternative assessment 
instruments used for foreign language testing and professional 
performance assessment used for Human Resource, including their 
respective strengths and weaknesses, and their actual implementation.  
 
2.2.1 Portfolio assessment in foreign language education 
 

Portfolio assessment first emerged in the field of writing 
instruction in the early 1980s as a substitute for the traditional 
proficiency examination (Elbow and Belanoff, 1986). Today, this 
technique, which encourages student autonomy and self-evaluation, is 
still most commonly used for assessing writing proficiency. (Graves, 
1983; Tierney, Carter, & Desai, 1991) It is also applied in other 
contexts as a process of collecting evidence to illustrate an 
individual’s accomplishments or to evaluate a program.  
 

A review of the studies on portfolio assessment reveals two 
limitations regarding its application for foreign language assessment. 
First, although it has been more than three decades since it first 
appeared in writing curricula, its application in fields other than 
writing is still very limited. Second, among the very limited number of 
portfolio assessment tools3, the rating method is exclusively limited to 
self-assessment, which supports its claimed benefit of fostering a 
learner’s sense of ownership. However, as seen in previous studies, 

                                                           
3 The only two widely recognized portfolio assessment techniques for capturing 

spoken performance in foreign language that the researcher was able to find were 

the European Language Portfolio (ELP), based on the Common European 

Framework of Reference for Languages (CEFR; Council of Europe, 2001, 2004) 

and the LingualFolio, both of which aim to facilitate learner reflection and 

autonomy. 
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self-assessment has been controversial in the scholarly world (Ross, 
2006; Brown, Dewey and Cox, 2014).  
 

Scholars who embrace the use of self-assessment frequently 
defend against criticism that learners do not have the knowledge 
required for this type of analysis. They, instead, argue that self-
assessment, which refers to behavior, allows learners to judge what 
they can do communicatively and with what general level of 
proficiency, without concern for linguistic accuracy (Little, 2009). 
However, this explanation is still problematic in that even if students 
could be exempted from the responsibility of assessing their own 
linguistic aptitude, they would not have sufficient knowledge of the 
target culture, but can only judge appropriateness based on their own 
culture.  
 

If one believes that the success of a communication event is 
always in the eyes of its beholder, and that language represents a part 
of a culturally situated act, then one would perceive the native-
speaker’s assessment as more valuable. In other words, despite their 
effectiveness in increasing learners’ self-awareness and fostering 
learning autonomy, the current portfolio assessment tools are not 
suitable as criteria to determine if foreign language learners have the 
skills for employment, for example. Therefore, we propose the 
adoption of a “multi-rater” technique in foreign language education, 
the rationale of which will be discussed following the presentation of 
our findings. 
 
2.2.2 360-degree feedback: Evaluating professional 

performance in human resource management (HRM) 
 
Meanwhile, the business world in recent years has 

implemented well-designed assessment procedures to help 
supervisors monitor performances of their employees and assess their 
productivity in the workplace. The 360-degree feedback using multi-
source and multi-rater method has been greatly discussed for its 
potential advantages and pitfalls in numerous journals recently (e.g., 
Little, 2002; 2009; Scharer, 2008).  
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The positive aspects of using 360-degree feedback include its 
ability to convey and reinforce the organizational values to its 
employees through feedback (London & Beatty, 1993; Lepsinger & 
Lucia, 1997) and its use of the multi-rater mode. Due to these two 
advantages, this method would be ideal for appraising foreign 
language learners for employment and placement in subsequent 
programs and assignments. When the 360-degree feedback is applied 
to foreign language assessment, it can indicate the behavioral 
expectations of the student’s Chinese counterparts in the target-
culture and contribute to a refinement of pedagogical goals and 
practices. Moreover, this assessment goes beyond the traditional OPI 
method by including the input of domain insiders, which leads to 
effective assessment of professional-level foreign language use. 
 

The mostly concerned shortcoming of 360-degree feedback is 
its high cost in terms of both time and human resources invested. 
One solution to this issue is to limit the use of this method to 
managerial personnel at the more senior levels (Lepsinger & Lucia, 
1997, p. 17). Such a solution, in fact, informs us about who should be 
the target candidate of a similar assessment in the field of foreign 
language learning. Like those executives and upper-level managers 
whose skills represent a significant investment of salary and benefits, 
advanced-level foreign language learners have invested tremendous 
amounts of personal time and money and have been the recipients of 
significant institutional resources in foreign language learning. 
Undoubtedly, potential employers and advanced training programs 
focused on exploiting foreign language skills should be the target 
users of a multi-rater portfolio assessment. 
 

Inspired by the 360-degree feedback, McAloon (2008) was 
the first and the only empirical researcher to date to adopt the multi-
rater portfolio performance assessment for the purpose of  evaluating 
professional uses of foreign language (i.e. Chinese). Using an online 
platform named “Advanced Language Performance Portfolio System 
(ALPPS),” he built performance portfolios for five foreign 
professionals and had them assessed by the foreign subjects 
themselves, their colleagues, and randomly selected Chinese teachers. 
His findings revealed significant differences in how different 
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demographic groups approach advanced foreign language 
assessment. He, therefore, argued that the only way to ascertain an 
advanced foreign language learner’s ability is to solicit the judgment 
of target culture natives, and preferably, natives who are familiar with 
the professional domain into which the learner is going to work or 
already is working. In a follow-up article, McAloon (2015) carefully 
reviewed commonly used foreign language assessment tools such as 
OPI and the Defense Language Proficiency Test (DLPT) and 
criticized their limitations in measuring foreign language ability 
outside the academic domain. In the meanwhile, his thorough review 
of the professional performance evaluation methods used in the 
Human Resources (HR) field highlighted both the advantages and 
challenges of adopting the 360-degree assessment for foreign 
language learners. As McAloon argued, the most important advantage 
of 360-degree feedback systems is to foster language learners’ 
awareness of the “end-users” (p.159) of their foreign language ability, 
who, most likely, are their professional counterparts. McAloon’s 
studies lay a solid foundation for the current study. Following his 
suggestion4, the current study further examines the validity of 
utilizing the multi-rater technique in conjunction with the 
performance portfolio assessment by exploring both the quantitative 
and qualitative feedback received in the assessment process. 

 
 
 

 

                                                           
4 The current study has made three notable improvements based on McAloon’s 

study. First, instead of simply using the subjects’ colleagues, this study invited “true 

domain insiders” who have no prior background knowledge of the foreign subjects. 

Second, this study fixed the problems in articulation and translation of the 

evaluating scales and categories that caused misunderstandings in McAloon’s study. 

Third, in this study, a new type of rater--non-teacher domain outsiders--were 

recruited in order to triangulate the data. Although feedback from Chinese 

instructors and domain-insiders will still be the focus of this study as both of them 

are the potential evaluators of the performance assessment in foreign language 

education, the addition of non-teacher domain-outsiders’ evaluations can be 

referenced to increase the richness of the data. 
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3.       The current study 
 
3.1 Research questions 

 
Two research questions guide my attempt to measure the 

value of including evaluator other than Chinese teachers to assess 
advanced Chinese use. First, how will different types of evaluators--
including domain insiders (DI), domain outsiders (DO), and Chinese 
instructors (CI)--evaluate the same professional performance given 
by a non-native speaker of Chinese at work? Second, if evaluators 
with different areas of expertise perceive these performances 
differently, what factors may contribute to the difference? By 
understanding these factors underlying the differences between the 
evaluations of DI and CI, we may take a further step to suggest the 
possibility of recruiting evaluators with various backgrounds apart 
from Chinese teachers so as to incorporate different evaluative 
perceptions with regard to a professional performance. However, if 
neither quantitative nor qualitative differences can be found within 
the three different types of evaluators, it might suggest little need for 
recruiting evaluators other than Chinese teachers. 
 
3.2 The subjects 

 
Data used for the current study comes from a larger project5 

examining characteristics of expert performances given in Chinese by 
non-native speakers of Chinese at work. Two American research 
subjects, Alan and Jack (both are pseudonyms to protect their 
identities), were selected as the subjects for two reasons. First, both 
subjects were tested as OPI Superior within five years before the data 
was collected, which qualify them as expert users of Chinese. Second, 
both subjects use Chinese for work on a regular basis.  
 

 At the time of this study, Alan was a third-year graduate 
student studying Chinese painting at the Central Academy of Fine 

                                                           
5 This study has been approved by the Institutional Review Board (IRB). The IRB 

protocol number is: 2014B0446. 
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Arts (CAFA) in Beijing, China. Before being admitted into the 3-year 
MA program at CAFA, Alan had studied Chinese at an intensive 
Chinese program in a college in the United States for three years, 
including two in-China study experiences respectively for two 
months in Qingdao and one semester in Nanjing. Being in his last 
year in graduate school, Alan had built a strong interpersonal network 
with well-known Chinese artists and scholars in his field. He reported 
that over 98% of his daily work-related and scholarly interactions 
were in Chinese. During his graduate study in Beijing, Alan actively 
engaged in various types of domain-related practices including 
routinely participating in discussions of his art with peers and 
professors, attending exhibitions as a student artist, providing 
professionally commissioned translation work and writing art 
critiques for news outlets. During the data collection period of this 
study, Alan also accepted a 1-year part-time position teaching at the 
only secondary fine arts school affiliated with CAFA, where all 
interactions with students and fellow teachers, preparations of 
pedagogical materials, and lectures on Chinese art and culture were 
conducted exclusively in Chinese. Most students that Alan interacted 
with in CAFA, despite having scored high in the standardized 
English test required for the postgraduate admission, rarely 
conversed in English although they had every opportunity to chat 
with the 200 international students who attend CAFA every year. At 
work, except for Alan’s supervisor who had studied and lived in New 
York for almost 10 years, most of his Chinese counterparts admitted 
that they could barely sustain a conversation in English and their only 
contact with foreigners had taken place when they traveled abroad. 
 

The other subject, Jack, is a CEO of an international online 
gaming company with around 400 employees. Jack had studied 
Chinese for 6 years in a college in the Midwest United States, 
including 4 years for a BA in Chinese and 2 years in an advanced-
Chinese MA program. During his study at college, Jack also had 
abundant study-abroad and internship opportunities in China, which 
included three summers in Qingdao, one summer in Beijing, one 
semester in Nanjing and one semester in Donguan. At the time of the 
data-collection period, Jack mainly worked in his main office in 
Shenzhen, China, which had about 200 employees. He also visited his 
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subsidiaries in Shanghai, Guangzhou, Beijing, Hong Kong, and Los 
Angeles on a regular basis. Jack reported that approximately 80% of 
all his daily business communication took place in Chinese, including 
communications with people from the upper management, outside 
partners, and vendors to build cooperative ventures. Except for his 
business partners in the United States, people that Jack interacted 
with at work were exclusively native speakers of Chinese who could 
barely communicate in English and had little experience studying or 
living in an English-speaking country. 
 
3.3 The performance portfolios 
 

The researcher shadowed each subject in China for four 
weeks, in Beijing and Shenzhen respectively, watching and 
documenting them at work in everyday settings. The shadowing 
consisted of formal observation involving video or audio recording6 

as well as participant observation in a few cases where a non-
participant physically present in the event is considered culturally 
inappropriate. Following this stage of ethnographic observation and 
recording of their profession-related performances in Chinese, two 
professional performance portfolios were created online respectively 
for the two American subjects, each containing 11 performance 
samples. A detailed description of the content of these two portfolios 
can be seen in Appendix C. 
 
3.4 The native-Chinese raters 
 

For each American subject, I recruited three types of native 
Chinese raters: Domain Insider (DI), Chinese Instructor (CI) and 
non-teacher Domain Outsider (DO). As the two participants share 
the same groups of CI and DO evaluators while having their own DI 
evaluators respectively, a total 12 native Chinese raters were recruited. 
Table 1 outlines the general background of each Chinese rater. (All 
names are pseudonyms.). Except for the three CI raters, all the other 

                                                           
6 98% of the data were collected through video recording. Only two interactions 

were audio recorded upon the subjects’ requests, mainly for the sake of making 

people they interacted with feel less uncomfortable. 
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raters had very limited experience working with foreigners. Most of 
their contact with foreigners had taken place when they traveled 
abroad as tourists. This resembles the working environment of both 
subjects as described above. 
 
Table 1. Chinese raters’ background 

 DI for Jack DI for Alan CI for Jack & 
Alan 

DO for Jack & 
Alan 

1 Zhong, 40 
years old, 
has been a 
gaming 
company 
manager for 
12 years. 

Yang, 62 years 
old, has been 
an artist and a 
part-time art 
teacher, 
teaching pre-
school kids for 
30 years. 

Xu, 33 years 
old, has been a 
certified OPI 
tester, a 
teacher at a 
Midwest 
college in the 
US for six 
years. 

Hu, 45 years 
old, has been a 
government 
employee for 
20 years. 

2 Zhu, 33 
years old, 
has been the 
CEO of a 
gaming and 
media 
company 
for eight 
years. 

Yu, 40 years 
old, has been a 
calligraphy 
artist and 
instructor, 
teaching 
Chinese 
painting and 
calligraphy at all 
levels for 18 
years. 

Xiao, 30 years 
old, has taught 
at an east-
coast liberal 
arts college in 
the US for 
almost five 
years. 

Huang, 56 
years old, is a 
retired editor 
of a 
newspaper, 
where he 
worked for 40 
years. 

3 Zhong, 31 
years old, 
has been a 
gaming 
company 
deputy 
manager for 
five years. 

Yi, 45 years old, 
has been a 
college art 
lecturer and a 
watercolor 
artist for 15 
years. 

Xin, 40 years 
old, has taught 
in a college in 
Shanghai for 
15 years, 
specialized in 
HSK. 

Hong, 34 years 
old, is a 
manager 
working in the 
railway 
industry for 10 
years. 
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3.5 The rating procedure 
 

This study used a 0-5 scale to evaluate all the 22 performance 
samples from the two American subjects based on 8 categories and 
three open-ended questions. Both the scoring rubrics (as shown in 
Table 2) and the scoring categories (as shown in Table 3) were 
adapted from McAloon (2008)’s research as reviewed before. In 
addition, another 10 randomly selected videos of foreigners doing 
things in Chinese uploaded to the same website, mixed with the 22 
target performance samples to prevent the raters from fostering a 
fixed impression towards a certain subject.  
 
Table 2. Scoring Rubric Used for Portfolio Assessment in the Current 
Study 

评分标准 Scoring Rubrics 

5- 表现非常好  5- Superior Performance 

4- 表现挺好 4- Strong Performance 

3- 表现不错，合格了 3- Competent/Passable Performance 

2-  表现一般 2- Some Performance 

1- 表现不太好 1- Minimal Performance 

0- 看不出表现 0 – No Performance Observed 

Table 3. Categories of Evaluation Used for Portfolio Assessment in 
the Current Study 

1. 表达能力  

Delivery 

2. 语言组织能力  

Organization of Ideas 

3. 文化得体度（言谈举止） 

Cultural Appropriateness 

4. 听众／对象适应调整 

Adjustment to Audience 

5. 修辞效果 

Rhetorical Effectiveness 

6. 文化常识相关度 

Cultural Reference 

7.专业知识相关度 

Domain reference 

8. 回答问题圆满度  

Question and answer 

问题一：这个人给你什么样的印象？ 

Question 1: What were your impressions of this person? 
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问题二：根据这个人的这段表现，你愿意与他继续交流吗？

为什么？ 
Question 2: Based on this person’s performance, would you like to 
further communicate with him or her? Why/Why not? 

问题三：除了以上八个项目之外，您对这段表现还有何评价

？ 

Question 3: In addition to your evaluations of the eight aspects 
listed above, do you have any other comments on this performance? 

 
Each Chinese rater was asked to access these 32 

performances through an online platform and rate each with an 
evaluation form prepared by the researcher (as shown in Appendix 
B). Before the evaluation process started, the researcher had an 
hour’s meeting with each rater to walk them through the rating 
procedure by using two sample videos of foreigners performing tasks 
in Chinese. This training procedure was set in an attempt to clarify 
any existing misunderstandings about the rating categories and 
scoring rubrics to the largest extent. Following the portfolio 
assessment, an interview-based evaluation7 (as shown in Appendix C) 
was incorporated in an attempt to clarify any existing 
misunderstandings about the rating rubrics and reveal some 
subjective aspects about the evaluation that go beyond the eight 
categories.  

4.                              Findings and Discussion 
 
4.1 Quantitative data from aggregate portfolio scores 
 

Table 4 and 5 show the average scores given by the three 
groups of raters respectively on Alan’s and Jack’s portfolios. The 
average scores both subjects received from all three types of raters 
were above 4.0, which corresponds to a “Strong Performance.” Both 
subjects, therefore, can be concluded to have demonstrated strong 

                                                           
7 Interviews with each rater lasted for about two hours, conducted within one week 

after the evaluator’s completion of the assessment. 
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performances, which again verified their qualifications as experts in 
their respective domains. However, both subjects also demonstrated 
different levels of expertise in different domains in which they have 
varied levels of experience. For example, Alan in general performs 
better in the domain of art than in the domain of pedagogy. In 
another case, Jack’s performance in management was only considered 
by domain-insider raters as “passable (an average of 3.14),” being 
much weaker than his performance in the domain of gaming, a 
difference of 1.72. Such a phenomenon further illustrates that the 
capability of communicating in a foreign language is domain-
dependent and the domain-free language proficiency cannot 
guarantee the same level of performance across all fields.  
 
Table 4. Average Portfolio Scores by Rater Types, Alan  

 

Domain 
Insider 
(DI) 

Non-
teacher 
Domain 
Outsider 
 (DO) 

Chinese 
Language 
Instructor 
(CI) 

Differences 
(CI-DI) 

S1 4.61 5 5 0.39 

S2 3.83 4.3 4.71 0.88 

S3 4.25 4.54 4.63 0.38 

Average, 
Domain of Art 4.23 4.61 4.78 0.55 

S4 3.63 4.63 4.17 0.54 

S5 4 4.84 4.96 0.96 

S6 4.43 4.67 4.48 0.05 

S7 3.88 4.67 4.46 0.58 

Average, 
Domain of 
Pedagogy 3.99 4.70 4.52 0.53 

S8 4.14 4.91 4.62 0.48 

S9 3.96 4.75 4.84 0.88 

S10 4.38 4.63 4.5 0.12 

S11 4.29 4.62 4.91 0.62 

Average, 
Domain of 4.19 4.72 4.72 0.53 
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Academic 

Domain 
Differences 
(Pedagogy-Art) -0.24 0.09 -0.26 -0.02 

Domain 
Differences 
(Academic-Art) -0.04 0.11 -0.06 -0.57 

Domain 
Differences 
(Academic-
Pedagogy) 0.2 0.02 0.2 0 

Table 5. Average Portfolio Scores by Rater types, Jack 

 

Domain 
Insider 
(DI) 

Domain 
Outsider   (DO) 

Chinese 
Instructor 
(CI) 

Differences 
(CI-DI) 

S1 3.34 4.3 4.88 1.54 

S2 2.96 3.71 4.88 1.92 

S3 3.13 4.54 5 1.87 

S4 3.14 4.48 4.43 1.29 

Average, 
Domain of 
Management 3.14 4.26 4.80 1.66 

S5 5 3.66 4.63 -0.37 

S6 4.46 4.25 4.42 -0.04 

S7 5 4.96 4.96 -0.04 

S8 5 4.96 4.96 -0.04 

S9 5 4.84 5 0 

S10 4.62 3.48 3.86 -0.76 

S11 4.96 4.3 4.71 -0.25 

Average, 
Domain of 
Game 4.86 4.35 4.65 -0.21 

 Domain 
Differences 
  (Game-
Management) 1.72 0.09 -0.15 -1.87 
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Upon closer analysis of average scores of rater types, a 
discrepancy was found between domain-insider and domain-outsider 
ratings. In general, DI tended to be harsher in evaluating their 
domain counterparts’ performances, while very little difference was 
found among domain outsiders no matter whether one is a Chinese 
instructor or not. The same tendency was also revealed in McAloon’s 
(2008) study. 
 

Based on the average scores of every type of rater on each 
individual performance sample, the current study identified 
performance samples 2, 5 and 9 from Alan’s portfolio as core 
samples to be further studied as the DI-CI differences of these three 
samples were significant (close to 1.0) and greater than the other 
samples in each domain group. Moreover, sample 6, the rater type 
difference of which is less than 0.1, is also worth further exploration 
so as to understand on what aspects DI and CI tend to agree with 
each other. Similarly, performance samples 1, 2, 3 and 4 are identified 
from Jack’s portfolio as core performances, the DI-CI differences of 
which were all above 1.0.  
 

In addition to exploring the differences between DI and CI 
through descriptive statistics, I conducted a t-test to determine if the 
difference between the two rater-groups was statistically significant. 
According to the t-test results, Alan’s performance in the DI group 
differed significantly from that in the CI group (p=0.0002<0.05) 
while the difference between Jack’s performance in the DI and CI 
groups was only marginally statistically significance (p=0.065>0.05). 
Since the current study has a relatively small sample (i.e. three raters 
in each group responsible for evaluating 11 samples), it is also 
possible that the effect can still be significant even if it fails to meet 
the p<0.05 criteria.  After all, the purpose of this study was not to 
draw any statistical conclusion. Instead, through a thorough review of 
the qualitative data presented in the next section, the goal was to 
illustrate the potential qualitative differences among various types of 
raters and to construct a research model useful for both quantitative 
and qualitative future studies.  
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4.2 Qualitative data from interviews with Chinese raters 
 

In order to answer the question what caused the large rater 
type differences in some performances, interview data and the 
answers to the three open-ended questions8 were further analyzed. 
Those categories that gave rise to most controversies were 
investigated in detail with a focus on the core performance samples 
identified from the portfolios. A close examination of the qualitative 
interview data identifies three areas in which DI and CI disagree with 
each other most: cultural appropriateness, rhetorical effectiveness and 
domain reference, which is also in accordance with the quantitative 
findings as reflected in their ratings. These differences were caused by 
either varying perspectives of the evaluations of the performances, or 
different interpretations of the criterion itself. Most importantly, they 
deeply reflect the two types of raters’ different focuses of attention in 
evaluations. 
 
4.2.1 Evaluations of Cultural Appropriateness: Situated 

Politeness 
 

First, in evaluating cultural appropriateness, both types of 
raters tend to identify performances that manifested culture values of 
politeness as being culturally appropriate. Raters across different 
groups mainly agreed on the concept of politeness and had similar 

comments about it, including positive ones such as “有礼貌” 

(polite), “谦虚中肯” (modest and pertinent), “留有余地” 

(leaving adequate leeway), “不强迫” (not pushy), and 

“有理有据” (reasonable), and negative ones including 

“不热情” (not enthusiastic), “不耐烦” (impatient), and 

“缺乏亲和力” (less personable).  

 

                                                           
8 As a recap, the three open-ended questions are: 1. In addition to your evaluations 

of the eight aspects listed above, do you have any other comments on this 

performance? 2. What were your impressions of this person? 3. Based on this 

person’s performance, would you like to further communicate with him or her? 

Why/Why not? 
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However, DI raters seemed possess a more dynamic 
evaluation of the subjects’ performances, going beyond the stage of 
simply identifying polite or impolite behaviors. Instead, they tend to 
associate the level of politeness with the role the subject played and 
the characteristics of that particular domain activity. Based on this 
standard, an action consisting of a few seemingly polite behaviors 
may still be considered as impolite, or inappropriate when the action 
as a whole goes against expectations for that particular domain 
activity or a certain aspect of that subject’s performance appears 
incongruent with the role he or she played in that activity. CI, instead, 
tend to measure the performance with some relatively objective 
standards, such as using the polite term of address, wearing a smile, 
and talking in a gentle tone, while paying little attention to how 
appropriate those standards were for the situation. 
 

One example comes from Alan’s performance sample 2, in 
which he was trying to persuade an art museum staff member to 
adopt his suggestion about the design of the exhibition information 
cards. From the ratings, we can see two CI raters gave Alan the 
highest score of five for cultural appropriateness, whose positive 

comments include “进退有度” (moving forward or proceeding at 

a good pace), “据理力争但又不过分” (persuasive, but not 

excessively so) and “有礼有节” (polite and restrained). However, 

DI raters questioned the persuasive act itself, indicating that it did not 
match Alan’s role as an artist attending the exhibition. In the 
interview, one criticized that as an artist, it was not even acceptable to 
discuss the design of the exhibition label with the museum staff since 
it is not the artist’s responsibility, let alone to persuade them to adopt 
his own suggestion: 
 

When we attend an exhibition of calligraphy and 
Chinese painting, it is not usually like this, no one 
will bother to talk to you. They have their job, you 
bring your work there, but how to display your work, 
it’s their profession, right? No matter how respected 
you are, even the calligrapher Weisheng Zhang 
(Here, Yu mentioned a well-known calligrapher in 
Shanghai), he will not give directions to others, 
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saying that you should design the label in this 
way….If I were on that museum staff, I would 
definitely resent that. I am not sure if it is because 
this exhibition has more student artists. They are 
same age, right? But I think it’s always not right to 
step out of your role and overstep your boundaries9. 

 
Interestingly, the DI rater who didn’t directly question the 

validity of Alan’s persuasive behavior justified Alan’s frowning face 

and assertive tone based on the fact that he is a laowai (老外, literally 

meaning “an old-outsider,” which refers to a foreigner). By recalling a 

stereotypical impression of westerners as “较真” (being rigid, 

extremely serious) and “平等” (being equal, without hierarchical 

difference), this rater commented that Alan was very serious to the 
extent that he could ignore the existence of hierarchical differences 
between a young artist and the staff member of the host museum to 
challenge authority. In another word, even though Alan’s method of 
persuasion was not appropriate behavior for a professional Chinese 
artist, it can be excused using a different standard as some features of 
“foreignism” may appear positive to Chinese evaluators. This, in fact, 
corresponds to McAloon’s (2008) findings, in which he claimed that 
“giving compliments easily” and “using the Chinese court system” 
were the two skills that seem to impress Chinese evaluators even 
though they are also described them as “foreignisms” (McAloon, 
2008, p.394). In Alan’s case, his serious demeanor and his frankness 
in expressing his disagreement to the authority were appreciated by 
some Chinese who speak highly of these two qualities in Americans. 

 

                                                           
9 The original comment was made in Chinese: 我们出去书画展， 

不会这样，没人跟你啰嗦。人家有人家的工作，你把作品带去，怎么放人

家是专业，对吧？你这样指手画脚算什么？资格再老，像张伟声老师这样

的，也不会去指挥人家的，说你这个标签要怎么设计好看，我觉得这个…

…我要是工作人员，肯定是让人有点抵触的。我不知道和他们这个展览学

生比较多，有没有关系。他们好像年纪相仿对吧？但我觉得你越位了总归

不对。 
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4.2.2   Rhetorical Effectiveness: Focus on Rhetoric vs. Focus 
on Effectiveness 

 
“Rhetorical Effectiveness” was the second area in which DI 

and CI raters tended to disagree. In general, CI raters seemed to have 
a more open-minded perspective about rhetorical strategy than DI 
and DO raters, who usually know little about linguistics. CI raters 
were more willing to embrace the researcher’s explanation of the 
criterion -- any language that has a persuasive or impressive effect on 
its audience could be considered as a rhetorical strategy. However, 
both DI and DO raters tended to narrowly interpret rhetorical 
strategies as figures of speech, personification, exaggeration, and 
parallelism, based on what they were taught in primary and secondary 
Chinese education classes. 
 

Such startling difference may encourage one to speculate that 
the DI raters’ low rating of “rhetorical effectiveness” could be caused 
by their restricted view of the criterion, which prevented them from 
being aware of the diverse rhetorical strategies used by the subjects. 
Although this can be one of the factors underlying the CI-DI rating 
differences, it may also be irresponsible to completely attribute the 
difference to the divergent interpretations of the criterion without 
further exploring those evaluators’ comments in detail. After all, the 
DI-DO difference in assessing “rhetorical strategies” is similarly 
substantive despite the fact that both groups might have a 
comparatively narrow understanding of this criterion.  
 

In evaluating rhetorical strategies (as shown in Tables 6 & 7), 
both DI and CI raters were very appreciative of the subject’s sense of 
humor, eloquent persuasion and uses of conventional expressions, 
such as the four-character idioms, recognizing them as rhetorical 
strategies. However, DI raters usually evaluated these aspects based 
on their situational appropriateness, while CI raters were sometimes 
distracted by the level of sophistication of rhetorical devices used by 
the subjects and tended to overlook the context where they were 
used. In another word, DI raters would only recognize those 
rhetorical strategies that effectively served the subject’s 
communicative intentions, while the CI raters tend to rate the 
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performances accordingly by counting the number of rhetorical 
devices used. An interesting observation related to this is that CI 
raters always evaluated this criterion by adding up points based on the 
number of rhetorical strategies they recognized, while DI raters 
tended to deduct points for ineffective or inappropriate uses of rhetoric. 
 
Table 6.Average Scores on Rhetorical Effectiveness by Rater Types, 
Alan 

 Domain 
Insider (DI) 

Chinese Language 
Instructor (CI) 

Differences 
(CI-DI) 

Sample 
1 

4.67 5 0.33 

Sample 
2 

3.33 4.67 1.33 

Sample 
3 

4 4.67 0.67 

Sample 
4 

3 3.67 0.67 

Sample 
5 

3.3 5 1.67 

Sample 
6 

4.67 4.67 0 

Sample 
7 

4 4 0 

Sample 
8 

4 4.67 0.67 

Sample 
9 

4 4.67 0.67 

Sample 
10 

4 5 1 

Sample 
11 

3.67 4.67 1 
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Table 7. Average Scores on Rhetorical Effectiveness by Rater Types, 
Jack  

 Domain 
Insider (DI) 

Chinese Language 
Instructor (CI) 

Differences 
(CI-DI) 

Sample 
1 

3 4.67 1.67 

Sample 
2 

2.33 4.33 2 

Sample 
3 

2.33 4.67 2.34 

Sample 
4 

3 4.33 1.33 

Sample 
5 

5 4.67 -0.33 

Sample 
6 

3.33 3 -0.33 

Sample 
7 

5 5 0 

Sample 
8 

5 4.67 -0.33 

Sample 
9 

5 5 0 

Sample 
10 

4.67 2.67 -2 

Sample 
11 

5 4.67 -0.33 

One typical example that illustrates this point can be seen in 
Alan’s performance Sample 11, in which he attended a reading group 
sharing his experiences of reading a study on Chinese history. This 
approximately 10-minute sample was a plethora of sophisticated 
rhetorical flourishes, which were recognized by all evaluators. One of 
the Chinese instructors enthusiastically recollect most of Alan’s 

impressive expressions in her evaluation sheet, including “凄凉” 

(desolate), “悲壮” (solemn), “荒谬”(preposterous), 

“一重重的坎坷” (being burdened with ups and downs), and 
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“南辕北辙” (going south by driving the chariot northward), all of 

which are very literary and elegant.  
 

However, DI raters, instead, did not share the same 
appreciation of Alan’s attempts to use these elegant expressions, even 
though they were also surprised to see a foreigner using so many 
sophisticated conventional expressions in a 10-minute talk. Yang’s 
response was more typical of the raters:  
 

The way he expressed his thoughts was somewhat 
rough. Since he had no idea how to express himself, 
he had to heavily rely on rhetoric. However, over 
reliance on these rhetorical expressions cannot help 
either. So he still looked like an outsider (in Chinese 
culture), attempting to express his feelings, without 
actually conveying ideas about the content of the 
book10.  

Yang’s comment on the uselessness of piling on rhetorical 
strategies indicates that without being able to effectively introduce 
the book he read, which supposedly was the purpose of the event, 
Alan’s “precise” use of the rhetorical strategies was lost on Yang. To 
DI raters, sophisticated uses of rhetorical devices do not necessarily 
contribute to a high level of rhetorical effectiveness if it fails to serve 
a communicative purpose.  
 

Jack’s performance sample 4 can further illustrate DI raters’ 
attentiveness to the situational appropriateness of the rhetorical 
strategies used. In Jack’s two-minute talk to his employees at the 
Spring Festival Gala, he recalled the hardships and growth of the 
company in the past and expressed his New-Year wishes. In general, 
Jack’s talk was very colloquial in style and his speech was described as 

                                                           
10 The original comment was made in Chinese: 

思想的表达有些生涩，因为不知道要怎么表达，所以主要靠修辞。可堆砌

这些修辞帮不了他，所以他还是一个外来人，只表达了感受，没有交流书

的内容。 
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“平铺直叙” (straightforward). However, the two rater types 

interpreted this simple and unadorned speech style very differently. 
DI raters expected the speech of a CEO to be more formal and 

considered Jack’s speech to be “档次不高” (not very high-class). 

However, CI raters thought the speech created an “approachable” 
and “humorous” image of Jack, which was “very motivating.” When 
evaluating the performance, DI raters easily picture themselves doing 
the same kind of task in their career, which leads to a more critical 
evaluation. CI raters, instead, although have had a clearer expectation 
for standard language use, they may have been less able to envision a 
costly gala thrown by a gaming company. They therefore seldom 
questioned if the pairing of Jack’s colloquial and straightforward style 
with the image of an approachable leader was appropriate for such an 
occasion.  
 
4.2.3 Domain References: The Important Role of Domain 

Knowledge 
 

Lastly, the familiarity with a domain plays a critical role in 
determining the evaluation of domain references, even though this 
may be the most predictable finding in the data. It is reasonable to 
believe that the variations in domain familiarity among different rater 
types will lead to different evaluations. As one can imagine, CI raters, 
in general, gave much higher ratings than DI raters. Particularly in 
Alan’s case (as shown in Table 8), CI raters gave the highest possible 
scores (5.0) to eight out of 11 performance samples, while DI raters 
gave no 5s (an average difference of 0.94, p=0.038<0.05). However, 
there also exist a few outliers, in which Chinese instructors were even 
harsher than domain insiders. These exceptions indicate that people 
who are less familiar with the domains were even more critical than 
the domain experts, which seemed to contradict our hypothesis that a 
lack of domain familiarity would make one more lenient. 
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Table 8. Average Scores on Domain References by Rater Types, Alan  

 Domain 
Insider (DI) 

Chinese Language 
 Instructor (CI) 

Differences 
(CI-DI) 

Sample 
1 

4.67 5 0.33 

Sample 
2 

4.33 5 0.67 

Sample 
3 

4.33 5 0.67 

Sample 
4 

4 5 1 

Sample 
5 

4.33 5 0.67 

Sample 
6 

4 2.67 -1.33 

Sample 
7 

3 3.67 0.67 

Sample 
8 

3 5 2 

Sample 
9 

2.67 5 2.33 

Sample 
10 

4.33 5 0.67 

Sample 
11 

4.67 4.67 0 

A comprehensive investigation into both types of data 
provides two potential explanations for such seemingly inconceivable 
and contradictory findings. On one hand, a lack of knowledge about 
the domain and the nature of activities taking place within it would 
be very likely to inspire a rater to give a more generous score. When 
DI raters observe someone accomplishing tasks that they themselves 
are very familiar with, they will likely become more critical, as their 
domain-related knowledge and experiences will lead them to maintain 
a high standard. This high standard reflects the pride they take in 
their area of expertise, as revealed in their responses during the 
interviews. In Jack’s case, DI raters tended to compare a few of his 
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performance samples (Samples 1, 2, 3 and 4, as shown in Table 9) 
with those of some highly respected CEOs in their area of expertise 
or even role models in the broader context of business. For example, 
Chen Tianqiao, the board president and co-founder of the most 
influential developer and operator of online games, was mentioned 
many times during the interviews with DI raters. A typical criticism 
from Zhang on performance sample 3, in which Jack discussed the 
importance of supporting auditing in his company to help prepare it 
for going public, is stated below: 
 

When Chen Tianqiao encouraged his employees 
before Shanda Games go public, he definitely would 
not say things like this. (Jack) can still learn from 
those excellent entrepreneurs in the field of gaming 
industry, to reach a higher level11.  

Table 9. Average Scores on Domain References by Rater Types, Jack 

 Domain 
Insider (DI) 

Chinese Language 
Instructor (CI) 

Differences 
(CI-DI) 

Sample 1 3.67 5 1.33 

Sample 2 4.33 5 1.67 

Sample 3 4.33 5 2 

Sample 4 2.67 4 1.33 

Sample 5 5 5 0 

Sample 6 5 5 0 

Sample 7 5 5 0 

Sample 8 5 5 0 

Sample 9 5 5 0 

Sample 10 
4.67 2.33 -2.34 

Sample 11 5 5 0 

                                                           
11 The original comment was made in Chinese: 

陈天桥让盛大上市的时候肯定不是这样鼓励员工的吧。还是可以学习优秀

游戏行业企业家的发言，更上一层楼。 
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However, on the other hand, the lack of domain familiarity 
not only means that a domain outsider will be unaware of the hidden 
weakness behind those seemingly confidant and fluent speeches, but 
also it prevents him or her from recognizing meaningful domain 
references in specific jargon-heavy communications. This may 
explain why domain outsiders become even “harsher” in a few cases. 
In Performance Sample 10, Jack was reporting back from a business 
trip to his employees in upper management, in which his accurate use 
of domain-specific terms such as huanpi (changing the skin12) and 
liushui (an exaggerated turnover self-reported by a company) was 
immediately identified by the domain insiders as intelligent and 
professional. However, lack of knowledge of this occupational jargon 
prevented domain outsiders from assigning meanings to these lexical 
items. As one Chinese instructor commented, “There’s nothing 
special about this performance. He is just an employee working in a 
gaming company13.” Moreover, domain outsiders could not 
appreciate that performance as much as the domain insiders also due 
to the unfamiliarity with the nature of the domain activity itself. 
While one CI rater criticized Jack’s performance as being very 
disorganized mixed with random topics such as encouraging his 
employee to open a stock account, all the DI raters defended Jack by 
recognizing the value of those seemingly random elements in his 
report. 
 
4.3 Limitations in domain insider’s evaluation 
 

All these three characteristics differing between DI and CI 
evaluations make domain insiders more critical and rigorous 
evaluators in most cases. However, there also exist two types of 
potential biases in DI evaluations. First, DI raters’ restrictive view in 
understanding the term “rhetorical” prevented them from paying 

                                                           
12 Huanpi, literally meaning “changing the skin,” which is a common process in 
which game or app developers do not have to create a game from scratch by taking 
a premade source code of a game and changing its design completely to give it a 
brand new look. 
13 The original comment was made in Chinese: 

没什么特别的，就是一个游戏从业人员 
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attention to some other meaningful expressions that have a 
persuasive or impressive effect on its audience. Second, in evaluating 
domain references, DI raters tend to confuse the demonstration of 
domain references with expressing one’s points of view in domain-
related subjects. Therefore, when they disagree with the argument the 
subject presented, they tend to evaluate low of their ability in 
demonstrating domain references even though the “disliked 
argument” is very professional. Moreover, the tendency that 

“scholars always disparage one another” (文人相轻) is reflected in 

some of the domain-insider evaluations, which obviously diminish 
the objectivism in their evaluations.  
 
5.                           Conclusion and implications 
 

Presenting the significantly different ways in which various 
demographic groups approach this type of assessment, the current 
study provides a rationale for recruiting both domain expert 
evaluators and Chinese instructors to assess advanced professional 
foreign language use. The lack of domain familiarity prevents Chinese 
instructors, as domain outsiders, from either noticing ineffective 
demonstrations of professionalism or recognizing meaningful domain 
references beyond their understandings. This, therefore, may lead to 
either implausibly positive comments or unfairly harsh evaluations. 
On the contrary, domain insiders are inclined to identify those 
rhetorical strategies that effectively served the subject’s 
communicative intentions only. In most cases, domain insiders are 
more critical and rigorous evaluators, who always evaluate the 
performances based on their situational appropriateness, without 
simply being interfered by the high level of linguistic sophistication 
reflected in the interactions. 
 

Particularly among the less-commonly taught languages, the 
achievement of expertise in a foreign language has been always left 
up to individual learners after they graduate, which means the 
assessment of their expertise is left up to the type of target culture 
natives that they are going to work with. Therefore, although this 
study reveals some purely subjective comments from the non-
academic groups, they are part of the workday life that both students 
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and educators will need to deal with. After all, as long as our learners 
are expected to interact with people other than their Chinese 
teachers, these subjective evaluations, and even the biases, will 
become assets when taken into account. However, at the same time, 
it is also important to point out that the potential biases existing 
among domain-insiders make the Chinese instructors’ participation as 
evaluators equally meaningful. In fact, without an empathetic 
consciousness in evaluating the subjects’ performances, Chinese 
instructors should be relatively fairer in evaluating performances 
involving arguments they do not agree with. 

 
Of course, as a two-case study, the current research has its 

own limitations in terms of its generalizability. However, by 
demonstrating additional methodological possibilities for assessing 
advanced L2 learners’ professional language use, the study will help 
researchers to identify areas that require further study and refine the 
design of future studies. The limited number of subjects and 
performance samples in this study in fact point out the necessity for 
keeping track of advanced Chinese learners at the college level after 
they graduate. 
 

 The wide application of 360-degree feedback in HR 
assessment and an emerging interest in alternative assessments in 
education have laid a foundation for both employers and educators 
to recognize the value of providing more qualitative assessments of 
their employees’ and students’ performances from multiple raters. 
Thanks to technological advances, assessment can be implemented 
from any location. People of certain needs can identify qualified 
personnel or matched organizations through accessing stored 
performances and their multifaceted ratings through a well-
maintained longitudinal database. With the establishment of 
performance-based portfolios, everyone with a stake in foreign 
language learning at the advanced levels can have direct access to 
authentic and meaningful foreign language assessment.  
 

Moreover, as foreign language assessment tools eventually 
also frame the content and methodology of instruction, such data will 
help foreign language educators initiate a virtuous cycle. If the 
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advanced-level instruction is closely tied to those communicative 
activities that learners frequently encounter in target-culture 
professional settings, their performances that end up in the portfolios 
should be improved accordingly. This naturally occurring cycle makes 
the undertaking of instituting a new assessment paradigm well worth 
the costs in treasure and effort. 
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Appendix A. Two Performance Portfolios respectively for Alan 
and Jack  

 
Descriptions of Performance Samples in Alan’s Portfolio 

Samples Format Length Description Domain/Role 

1 Text / An art 
exhibition 
review written 
for the 
exhibition 
catalog. 

Art/Artist 

2 Video 8’32’ A conversation 
with exhibition 
staff about the 
design of the 
exhibition tag 
during a pre-
exhibition set 
up.  

Art/Artist 

3 Video 2’11’ A conversation 
with exhibition 
staff and the 
other artist 
about the display 
of a piece of 
artwork during a 
pre-exhibition 
set up. 

Art/Artist 

4 Video 4’2’ Giving 
instructions at 
the beginning of 
a class on some 
“housekeeping” 
issues. 

Pedagogy/Teacher 

5 Video 5’54’ Giving 
instructions to 
three students 
regarding their 

Art 
Pedagogy/Teacher 
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respective pieces 
of art. 

6 Video 1’33’ A conversation 
with a student 
who refused to 
participate in 
class activities. 

Art 
Pedagogy/Teacher 

7 Video 4’18’ Demonstrating 
calligraphy to a 
group of 
students. 

Art 
pedagogy/Teacher 

8 Audio 3’53’ A WeChat voice 
message on a 
few art/culture-
related topics 
including 
idioms, Chinese 
and Western 
painting. 

Academic/Graduate 
student 

9 Video 8’28’ Discussing a 
graduate project 
to a friend in the 
dorm. 

Academic/Graduate 
student 

10 Video 4’16’ A conversation 
with a student 
committee 
leader to 
recommend 
someone’s 
artwork. 

Academic/ 
Graduate student 

11 Video  10’54’ Discussing a 
scholarship on 
Chinese history 
at a reading 
group meeting. 

Academic/ 
Graduate student 
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Descriptions of Performance Samples in Jack's Portfolio 

Samples Format Length Description Domain/Role 

1 Video 1’15’ Talking about 
issues of 
cleanliness in the 
office space at a 
weekly meeting  

Management/CEO 

2 Video 3’59’ Talking about 
communication 
with the various 
departments at a 
weekly meeting 

Management/CEO 

3 Video 53’ Discussing the 
importance of an 
internal audit of 
the company at a 
weekly  meeting 

Management/CEO 

4 Video 1’52’ Giving a brief 
speech at the 
company’s 
Chinese New 
Year party 

Management/CEO 

5 Audio 7’24’ Criticizing a 
group of staff 
members who 
made a 
substantial error 
in their work 

Game and 
management 
/CEO 

6 Video 4’57’ Telling 
coworkers about 
new cell phone 
games 

Game/CEO 

7 Video 4’28’ Interview during 
a TV show to 
discuss the 
Chinese gaming 
industry  

Game/CEO 
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8 Video 1’ Presenting during 
a TV show to 
introduce the 
business 
philosophy of his 
company 

Game/CEO 

9 Video 24’10’ Delivering a 
speech on the 
topic of video 
games 

Game/CEO 

10 Video 3’45’ Reporting on the 
situation of their 
business partners 
learned from a 
recent business 
trip  

Game/CEO 

11 Video 4’7’ Recommending a 
video game to a 
friend 

Game/Friend 
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Appendix B. Evaluation Form Sample 
 

视频 07 (Link to the online video was inserted in the real 

evaluation sheet I used) 

视频背景描述：贾先生是一家游戏公司的CEO。在每周例行的

高管会议上，商务部的总监向贾总汇报了财务部员工的一些抱

怨。贾总听后向高管们强调“财务部”和“商务部”之间要加

强沟通。 
(Translation in English: Video Background Description: Jack is the 
CEO of a gaming company. At the weekly meeting among staff from 
upper management, the director of the business department reported 
complaints from employees from the department of finance. Upon 
hearing this, Jack emphasized the importance of communication 
between the department of business and the department of finance.) 
 

5-Superior Performance 表现非常好；4- Strong Performance 

表现挺好；3-Competence/Passable Performance 

表现还不错（合格了);2-Some Performance 表现一般；1-

Minimum Performance 表现不太好；0-No Performance Observed 

没有表现 

 打分 
Scores 

评语／笔记 

Comments/Notes 

表达能力 
Delivery 

  

语言组织能力 
Organization of ideas 

  

文化得体度（言谈举止） 
Cultural Appropriateness 

  

听众／对象适应调整 
Adjustment to audience 

  

修辞效果 
Rhetorical effectiveness 
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文化常识相关度 
Cultural reference 

  

专业知识相关度 
Domain reference 

  

回答问题圆满度 
Question and answer 

  

1. 这个人给你什么样的印象？ What were your impressions of this 

person? 
 

 

2. 根据这个人的这段表现，你愿意与他继续交流吗？为什么？ 

Based on this person’s performance, would you like to further 
communicate with him or her? Why/Why not? 
 

3. 除了以上八个项目之外，您对这段表现还有何评价？ In 

addition to your evaluations of the eight aspects listed above, do you 
have any other comments on this performance? 
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Appendix C. Interview Questions to the Chinese Raters 

1. 请简单地介绍您自己（年龄／职业／教育背景／工作经历

／是否会方言？是否会外语？） 

2. 在对这个视频的评价中，您为什么说不愿意和他交流？ 

3. 在对视频X的 (name of the criterion) 

评分中，您给了X分，请问您的理由是？ 

4. 看了这个人的一些表现后，你对他有什么印象？ 

5. 您的生活、工作中，还接触过这样会说中文的外国人吗？

他们的表现和视频里的外国人有何不同？ 
 

 
Translation in English: 
1. Please briefly introduce yourself, including age, occupation, 

educational background, any foreign language or dialect you 
speak. 

2. In your evaluation of this performance sample, why did you say 
that you would not be willing to communicate with this 
foreigner? 

3. In your evaluation of the criterion … in video X, you gave a 
score of x points. Can you explain your reasons? 

4. After watching a few videos of him, what is your general 
impression of him? 

5. Have you ever communicated with foreigners speaking Chinese 
in your life? Can you compare the subject in the video with 
other Chinese-speaking foreigners you know?  
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